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Echo cancellation has been a major problem to be solved in VoIP, although the integrated echo 
cancellation module in Speex, it does not consider thread synchronization issues. The frequency domain 
echo cancellation algorithm MDF of speex is analyzed, and then a synchronization method of playing 
thread and recording thread is proposed. The results show that the acoustic echo canceller which 
achieved by the proposed method meet the requirements of voice communication, implementation is 
easier and therefore provides a reference for the VoIP voice communication and mobile communication 
terminal. 
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VoIP (Over Internet Protocol Voice) is a kind of new network technology, which is used 
to realize the integrated transmission of voice and data services. Compared with traditional 
telephone, IP telephone highly favored by the market for its network bandwidth utilization, low 
cost, and can provide a variety of multimedia services. Recently, the traditional telecom services 
caused an impact because of the rapid development of VoIP technology [1, 2]. However, since 
when the VoIP voice transmission together with other data in the network to go through 
compression, coding, packaging and a series of treatment, resulting in a larger echo path delay, 
which seriously affecting the voice quality and hindering the development of VoIP markets.  
Therefore, an increase in the VoIP terminal echo cancellation algorithm has become 
necessarily. Speex is an open source encoding algorithm in VoIP, which based on CELP (Code 
Excited Linear Prediction) encoding algorithm principle [3]. The encoder includes echo 
cancellation module, and gives the estimate of the best step, and is widely used. However, the 
echo cancellation algorithm in Speex requires the far-end signal and near-end signal holding 
consistency. And the play sounds and voices are often enrolled in two different threads is done 
in practical application, so the thread synchronization problem is there. This problem can cause 
the echo cancellation is not effective. Based on this, a thread synchronization method is 
proposed, which can effectively eliminate echo. 
In VoIP phone, a general method is using the acoustic echo canceller to offset the echo 
in call, so that it can improve the quality of voice. A basic echo canceller includes two parts: the 
adaptive filter and doubletalk detector. Adaptive filter can eliminate echo by adaptively simulate 
echo path, its performance determines the effect of echo cancellation. In practice, the design of 
adaptive filter is usually with NLMS algorithm or some the improved NLMS algorithms. The 
reason is that the improved NLMS algorithm is concise, low complexity [4]. However, NLMS 
algorithm has a fatal weakness that when the input signal is correlation, such as voice signal, 
the algorithm convergence speed will be significantly reduced, thus affecting the quality of the 
echo cancellation. Therefore, various algorithms about decorrelation process is also put forward 
accordingly [5], so that the convergence rate of the NLMS algorithm is improved effectively. 
Doubletalk detector controls the update of the adaptive filter coefficient by judging the existence 
of the proximal voice to refrain from the divergence of the adaptive filter in Double-talk. The 
current Double - talk detection algorithm can be divided into three categories: based on energy 
detection, based on correlation detection and based on the echo path detection. The algorithm 
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based on energy detection is simple and low complexity, but in the case of low SNR 
misjudgment rate is high. The judgment based on correlation detection is relatively accurate, but 
its computational complexity is too high. The algorithm complexity based on the echo path 
detection is a bit low, but the misjudge is easy to happen when the echo path has changed. 
 
 
2. Principle of Speex Echo Generation  
According to the causes of the echo, it can be divided into two categories: acoustic 
echo and electrical echo. Electrical echo is caused by the mismatch of circuit impedance, 
electrical echo are usually less affected. With the development of eliminate echo technology, the 
study of echo cancellation get to be a key point recently, they are already by the elimination of 
"electrical echo", turned to eliminate acoustic echo.  
Acoustic echo is refers to the equipment of a portion of the sound signal back to the 
same device in the receiver and its principle as shown in Figure 1. Proximal microphone 
collected the voice of far end speech from loudspeaker, and back to the far end speaker, so the 
remote users will be able to hear their own voice, which is a great influence on call quality, 
necessary for echo cancellation.  Basically there are the following two ways to eliminate: 
(1) Echo suppressor 
The echo suppressor is a kind of way based on nonlinear echo cancellation. It 
compared the voice received the preparation by loudspeaker with current sound level picked up 
from microphones through a simple comparator, to achieve the purpose of echo cancellation. 
With the emergence of high performance of the echo canceller, echo suppressor has rarely 
used. 
(2) The acoustic echo canceller 
Acoustic Echo canceller (AEC) is to use the loudspeaker signal and multipath echo 
correlation produced by the signal to build the speech model about the echo path, thus 
estimating the acoustic echo, then subtracting the estimated value of the echo from sampling 
signal of the proximal voice, and according to the feedback signal to adaptively modify 
coefficient to achieve more and more close to the real echo effect, so as to achieve the aim of 
eliminate echo. 
The method of echo cancellation is to estimate the filter parameters for generating 
echo, then simulate the echo signal, and then subtract the analog echo signal from the proximal 
end to achieve the purpose of eliminating echo. In the adaptive echo cancellation, the key point 
is still adaptive algorithm, which directly affects the overall performance of the echo canceller. 
Therefore, in actually, the adaptive algorithms have to achieve faster convergence speed, small 
residual echo, tracking ability and so on, also it is necessary to consider the complexity of the 
algorithm. Speex is an open source encoding algorithm. The encoder includes echo cancellation 
module, which uses MDF (MultiDelay block Frequency-domain) algorithm and NLMS 
(Normalized Least Mean Square) algorithm [3]. Next, the principle of Speex echo cancellation 


























Figure 1. Acoustic Echo Generation Principle 
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3. Principle of Speex Echo Cancellation Algorithm 
The block diagram of the Speex echo cancellation algorithm shown in Figure 2 [4, 6], 
the basic principle is to estimate filter parameters, simulation results echo signal , the analog 
signal is then subtracted from the proximal end of the recording signal, to achieve the purpose 




Figure 2. The Block Diagram of the Speex Echo Cancellation Algorithm 
 
 
Among them, ( )x n is the speech signal from the far end, ( )v n is the proximal input 
speech, and ( )y n is the speech signal obtained by the ( )x n  through the speaker and the echo 
path, ( )d n  is ( )y n  plus ( )v n . As can be seen from Figure 2, the basic principle of the 
algorithm is to simulate the echo signal ( )y n  by the adaptive filter, echo cancellation of the 
speech signal can be obtained with ( )d n  minus ( )y n . The parameters of the adaptive filter are 
adjusted by ( )x n  and the output error signal ( )e n . Background noise writing w(n), when the 
value of ( )v n  is zero and proximal background noise ignores w(n), the echo path can be well 
estimated by adaptive filter, the larger components of the echo can be eliminated. When the 
value of ( )v n  is not zero and is in bilingual environment, coefficient of filter can divergence, this 
kind of situation is caused by the proximal voice signal ( )v n , most of the echo signal will be 
transmitted to the remote, In order to prevent the divergence of coefficient, once the proximal 
voice signal exist, through slow down or stop completely the update of adaptive filter coefficient 
value, the bilingual detector can accurately detect the activity status of the doubletalk voice. It 
will directly decide the effect of echo cancellation. 
 
3.1. MDF Algorithm Principle 
Echo cancellation theory is difficult to estimate the synchronization between 
the proximal input signal and the echo, and the problem how to process the speak to the double 
end, If these two problems are not solved well, it will cause the divergence of filter. not only can 
not eliminate echo, it will introduce more annoying noise. In the NLMS algorithm, it was 
assumed that the input proximal background noise and remote signal are white noise, so for it is 
the uncorrelated about time between the two signals, so we can obtain the most optimal step-
length factor. But when use LMS/NLMS algorithm for speech signal to achieve the acoustic 
echo cancellation, the assumption that two signal are the uncorrelated about time is not 
established completely, so only by using frequency domain method. 
 Frequency domain adaptive algorithm has the advantages of low computational 
complexity, but have larger delay, is not conducive to real-time communication. In order to 
banlance the computational complexity and system time delay, it can consider using multiple 
delay frequency domain algorithms (MDF). MDF is an adaptive filtering method, which divides 
the original multiple filters into multiple sub blocks, and then performs adaptive filtering in each 
sub block. Set the filter length L, each read data frame length is N, and L MN , wherein M is 
an integer (the number of filter delay block) [7, 8]. 
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Algorithm works as follows: 
 
( , ) ( ( 1), ( ))X M j FFT x j x j                             (1) 
 
( , ) ( 1, 1)X m j X m j    , 1,2,3, ,m M                (2) 
 
Where, ( )x j is the j-th frame of the far end speech, m represents the number of the 
block delay filter.  
Then the echo signal output from the filter expression ( )y j  as follows: 
( )y j   The latter part of 1
1
[ ( , ) ( , )]
M
m
FFT X m j W m j

                  (3) 
 
Error signals in the frequency domain expression are: 
 
( ) {0, ,0,[ ( ) ( )] }T TE j FFT d j y j                                     (4) 
 
Where, ( )d j  is the sum of echo signal and the near end speech signal, ( , )W m j  is 
the filter coefficient. And,  
 
( , 1) ( , ) ( , )W m j W m j m j                                   (5) 
 
( , ) [ ( , ),0,0, ,0]Tm j FFT m j                          (6) 
 
( , )m j The first half of 1 *[ ( , ) ( )]FFT X m j E j               (7) 
 
The calculated of the step length is the focus of algorithm, Speex calculate by 
adaptive algorithm. 
 
3.2. Best-Step Calculation 
The correlation of the input signal in the time domain is stronger than in the frequency 
domain. The learning rate ( , )k l can be associated with frequency. Speex echo cancellation 
algorithm is independently using the NLMS algorithm to each frequency in the frequency 
domain [9, 10].  NLMS algorithm is a kind of improvement based on LMS algorithm, which 
inherits the most of the advantages and disadvantages of LMS algorithm. When the step factor 
is certain, the convergence rate of the NLMS algorithm is affected by the size of the input signal. 
When the stability of the input signal is relatively poor, to the rate of convergence of filter will be 
reduced. NLMS algorithm complexity does not increase and the algorithm is simple and has 
robustness. 













                                                         (8) 
 
Where, k  is the sampling point number, l  is a speech frame number, ( , )r k l  is the 
energy of frequency domain echo residual signal, and ( , )e k l  is the energy of output signal 
( )e n  after the echo cancellation in frequency domain. Wherein, ( , )r k l  readily obtained by 
estimating. The ( , )e k l can be calculated by the following formula: 
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ˆ( , ) ( ) ( , )r yk l l k l                                                   (9) 
 
Where, ( )l is the leakage factor independent of frequency, change slowly and are 
difficult to estimate, and ˆ ( , )y k l is the energy of an analog echo in frequency domain, rapidly 



















 ( , ) (1 ( )) ( , )YY YYR k l l R k l 
2( )( ( , ))Yl P k l                (11) 
 
( , ) (1 ( )) ( , )EY EYR k l l R k l  ( ) ( , ) ( , )Y El P k l P k l            (12) 
 
( , ) (1 ) ( , 1)Y YP k l P k l  
2 2ˆ ˆ(| ( , ) | | ( , 1) | )Y k l Y k l            (13) 
 
( , ) (1 ) ( , 1)E EP k l P k l  
2 2ˆ ˆ(| ( , ) | | ( , 1) | )E k l E k l           (14) 
 
( , )YP k l is the energy of the k-th frequency point in the echo signal frame l , ( , )EP k l  
the energy of the k-th frequency point in the frame l of the output signal after eliminate the echo 
signal. In equation (10), the molecule is on behalf of the cross-correlation values between 
estimate echo and error signal, the denominator is the autocorrelation value of estimate echo. If 
there is a doubletalk speech, the error will be very big, so the step-length factor will become 
very small, it won't make the filter coefficient change too big. If the background noise exists, 
because in the step-length factor formula, the molecular and denominator has been affected by 




4. Thread Synchronization Method  
Through the analysis of the principle of algorithm we known that algorithm is to use 
reference echo and the relationship between the real echo to work, namely remote data and 
proximal data should be consistent. But the play sounds and voices are often enrolled in two 
different threads is done in practical application, so there is a thread synchronization issues, and 
the propagation of echo in the true path will cause delay. These two issues will cause the distal 
and proximal signal are not synchronized, not only echo cancellation algorithm may lead to 
ineffective but also have the desired impact on sound data [11]. 
 
4.1. Thread Synchronization Step 
Using the following method for synchronization: 
1. When the voice signals are received and decoded in the proximal end, the voice 
signals are stored in a buffer queue for echo cancellation reference signals, and then through 
the speakers. Recording thread will do echo cancellation processing between the recording data 
and the corresponding data in buffer queue. Due to the network time delay, the influence of 
many factors such as sound equipment, audio input will delay for a period of time, the recording 
data and the data in the buffer queue does not match the wrong. Approved in actual system, 
through the estimate, the delay time is about 15 frames, so the tape input 15 frames do not 
echo cancellation, and then do synchronized echo cancellations with the data in the buffer 
queue. 
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2. Because the network delay is not stable, so using fixed delay time in the first step is 
not enough. So set two variables to tag the number of speech frame in the recording thread and 
playing thread. Variable mic_count tags the serial number of recording frame, and play count 
marks the serial number of far end signals in the buffer queue. When mic_count > paly_count, 
playing thread is slower than the recording thread, should increase the delay time frames in the 
first step; when mic_count < paly count, recording thread is slower than the playing thread, 
should reduce the delay time frames in the first step. 
 
4.2. The Test Results 
Speex is an open source, free, voice codec specifically for VoIP and it use a kind of 
dynamic bit rate coding way, this would mean it can dynamically modify the bitrates according to 
the change of network environment, it provides the corresponding version in narrowband and 
broadband. Echo cancellation has been urgent main problem to solve in VoIP, so in recent 
years integrating the echo cancellation in Speex module. Because Speex algorithm, AEC did 
not consider thread synchronization problems, it puts forward a kind of method solving thread 
synchronization between the playing thread and the recording thread. 
The echo cancellation effect of the above solution was tested in a real environment. The 
voice from far end was saved as speak.pcm in playing thread, and saved the recording data as 
mic.pcm in the recording thread. Finally, the residual data was saved as echo.pcm after 
performed the echo cancellation algorithm. Converted three pcm files to wav files and displayed 
their waveforms by Matlab, which were shown in Figure 3. 
In the Figure 3, the signal far (far-end signal) is the waveform of speak.pcm, signal near 
(near-end signal) is the waveform of mic.pcm, and the signal error (residual signal) is the 
waveform of echo.pcm. As can be seen from the figure, the near-end signal and the far-end 
signal are not aligned, and near-end signal has delay. From the time domain waveform of signal 
error can be seen that most echoes have been eliminated, and have good effect. And by a lot of 
subjective test, the remote user could not hear the echo or the sound is very small. The results 










IP phone has a certain technical advantages and the characteristics of the times, once 
solved the problem of voice quality, IP phone will be widely used in the new generation of 
telecom network. This requires the new algorithm to eliminate echo, and further improve the 
convergence speed and reduce computational complexity, so that the voice quality of VOIP 
system as soon as possible to catch up with the traditional phone, so as to win more customers. 
Based on this, the echo cancelation theory and bosical structure of adaptive echo cancelation 
are introduced, and the multi-delay block frequency domain algorithm of speex is analyzed. 
Then a way of synchronization between the referenced echo and the record input signal is 
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proposed. The computer tests based on the speex open source project show that it performs 
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